Critical Thinking Definition and Framework: The Tree Model
Much of our work is motivated by the realization that, although critical thinking skills are prized both
by the community and by instructors, critical thinking is sufficiently multifaceted and higher education
is sufficiently specialized that instructors naturally focus on the critical thinking skills most relevant to
their disciplines, and naturally describe those skills in the terms employed within their academic fields.
As a result, it can be difficult, if not impossible, for students to understand how the skills that they
acquire in one class are related to the skills that they acquire in another. And without this
understanding, there can be no transfer of learning between courses, no development of a coherent
and scaffolded set of critical thinking skills across the curriculum, and no application of this skill set
after graduation. A metaphorical explication of this situation, in the form of a critical thinking fairy tale,
can be found at
https://wm1-download.uwsp.edu/relay/dwarren/Liam_and_the_Leaves_-_20171214_144626_34.html
To counter this fractured condition, we have advanced a definition of critical thinking that is flexible
enough to accommodate multiple disciplines and substantive enough to generate assessible critical
thinking learning outcomes. This definition functions much as a tree-trunk would: grounding the entire
structure while allowing general skill sets to branch off this base and become increasingly specialized
until they generate specific, leaf-like, skills. This framework is illustrated in Figure 1 below.
By understanding critical thinking to be a process of identifying, analyzing, evaluating, and constructing
reasoning in deciding what conclusions to draw or actions to take, we have been able to distinguish
between the four large skill sets of identifying, analyzing, evaluating, and constructing reasoning. These
skill sets, in turn, divide into narrower skill clusters (e.g. evaluating reasoning divides into evaluating
claims and evaluating inferences), and these narrower skill clusters eventually terminate in skills small
enough to be taught and assessed in the classroom according to disciplinary standards (e.g. evaluating
inferences may involve invoking the concept of deductive validity in a philosophy class but would be
more appropriately understood in terms of inductive strength in a science class).
We anticipate that most instructors who explicitly address critical thinking skills will concern
themselves with skills from across the critical thinking tree. A communication instructor, for example,
might help students to identify a persuasive speech (a leaf from the identification branch), teach
students how to evaluate persuasion by identifying and assessing hidden assumptions (leaves from the
analysis and evaluation branches), and allow students to practice communicating their own reasoning
(a leaf from the construction branch). By helping students see the placement of these skills within a
common, cross-curricular framework, instructors will allow students to understand how the skills that
they are acquiring in one class are related to the skills that they are learning in another. This, in turn,
will enable students to transfer their learning between their courses and beyond. And that, surely, is
what education is all about.
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